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A little more backstory on Lynn Fischer 

From the beginning of my childhood to today, I march to the beat 
of a different drummer. Everyone has a story of becoming who 
they are and every experience prepares one for the next 
challenge. My story began at the age of 2 ½ years old when I 
made my first accomplishment. I began to speak. My parents 
and grandparents began to believe that I was deaf. I didn’t say 
much for many years but observed the world carefully.  From a 
young child I was blessed with abundant faith. When difficult 
times came in my life, I was always able to have the fortitude 
and wisdom that there was a bigger reason and I was blessed 
even in the trying times. 

I was selected to give my high school commencement speech 
which I centered around the quote, “If you can imagine it, you 

can achieve it. If you dream it you can become it.” by William Arthur Ward 

After graduating from University of Pittsburgh in English Writing and Communications, I got a 
job as Copywriter and Producer at HBM/Cramer Advertising Agency. 

 I worked during the day and went to school at night. Pivoted to Marketing by getting my MBA at 
Pitt Business school. 

After earning my MBA in Marketing and Strategic planning, I wanted to move to Bay Area since 
it impressed me when we took a family vacation driving down the Coast of California. I loved the 
entrepreneurial spirit and the energy of San Francisco. 

I got a position at E & J Gallo Marketing  and worked for them for 4 years leading. I ran the 
International Canadian wine market for them. 

I then was recruited to Dreyer’s as Director of Marketing. My dad taught me to find the smartest 
most talented person and go work for them. I did just that and learned a lot. I was blessed with 
the opportunity to become the General Manager for M&M/Mars Dreyer’s joint venture. Reported 
to 2 people from Dreyer’s and 2 from Mars, one being Frank Mars. 

I was asked to return to the Wine business and be The VP of Marketing for the Wine Group, 3rd 
largest winery in the world. I was tasked with repositioning Concannon and expand the brand 
nationally as well as helping put Livermore on the wine map.  I made a commitment to Jim 
Concannon that I would honor his family name and heritage and make them proud of how we 
would build the Concannon brand. 
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Meanwhile back at the ranch. I was the co-founder as the primary investor in Title21 Software, 
because I believed in the role of technology to advance and improve patient care. My Dad and 
mentor was diagnosed with late stage melanoma when I was 15. Memorial Sloan Kettering 
saved his life. He is now 81. Never did I imagine years later would they be using our software to 
manage their bone marrow transplants in their cancer center. 

I learned a lot from my Mother. Faith and Grace in all events of life. She is an extremely wise 
woman and an outstanding mentor of life.  

After our third child was born, I was commuting into SF and decided to consult.  I consulted for 
The Wine Group. They were my first client. And then other companies like f’Real Foods with my 
former boss at Dreyer’s who invented a milkshake machine. I enjoyed working on different 
businesses, but my passion was to have the greatest impact on others and to demonstrate that 
“nice matters” and that you can be nice and be good at business too. Do good and be good and 
good happens. My Dad always said to do what you love and the money follows. I have always 
been fueled by making a difference and serving others. 

I was asked to lead Title21 but I wanted to first learn the industry. I started full time at Title21 
about 10 years ago as VP of Sales and Marketing. I learned the healthcare segment and 
technology. About 5 years ago, I was asked to become the CEO.  We successfully pivoted from 
blood banking to regenerative medicine where our software platform is being used to manage 
all the data, quality, inventory, process and calculate the dosage in stem cell therapy labs and 
clinical programs that treat cancer patients. Our technology is being used to translate innovative 
therapies from bench to be faster, more efficiently and less expensively. We support the 3D 
bioprinting of organs like bladders, muscle tissue and other organs.  Our software is used to 
support new protocols in clinical research and to commercialize their new therapies faster. For 
example, the CAR T cell therapies that the FDA just approved. We are already live with our 
software supporting the workflow of the CAR-T process in a leading healthcare institution. 

At Title21 we partner with the leaders, the innovators to advance our technology in support of 
improved patient outcomes and safety. My work, leadership and career is fueled by my faith 
and great desire to serve others, especially those who need it most. 
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